This paper discusses how local measurements of threedimensional positions and surface normals (recorded by a set of tactile sensors, or by three-dimensional range sensors), may be used to identify and locate objects from among a set of known objects. The 
second, the interpretation of those measurements. In the present paper, we will concentrate on the interpretation of sensory data. In investigating this problem, we make only a few simple assumptions about available sensory measurements, rather than considering specific details of a particular sensor. As a consequence, the interpretation technique that is developed here should be applicable to a wide range of sensing modalities. The technique may have implications for the design of three-dimensional sensors as well.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The specific problem we consider in this paper is to identify an object from among a set of known objects and to locate it relative to the sensor. The object sensed is assumed to be a single, possibly nonconvex, polyhedral object (for which we have an accurate geometric model). The object may have up to six degrees of freedom relative to the sensor (three translational and three rotational). The sensor, which could be tactile or range, is assumed to be capable of providing three-dimensional information about the position and local surface orientation of a small set of points on the object. Each sensor point is processed to obtain 1. Surface points. On the basis of sensor readings, the positions of some points on the sensed object can be determined to lie within some small volume relative to the sensor.
2. Surface normals. At the sensed points, the surface normal of the object's surface can be recovered to within some cone of uncertainty.
Our goal is to use local information about sensed points to determine the set of positions and orientations of an object that are consistent with the sensed data. If there are no consistent positions and orientations, the object is excluded from the set of possible objects.
In this paper, we do not discuss how surface points and normals may be obtained from actual sensor data, since this process is highly sensor-dependent (for references to existing measurement methods, see Section 1.3). Our aim is to show, instead, how such data may be used in conjunction with object models to recognize and localize objects. The method, in turn, suggests criteria for the design of sensors and sensor-processing strategies.
Our only assumption about the input data is that fairly accurate positions of surface points are obtainable from the sensor, but that significant errors may be associated with the surface normals. This assumption reflects the type of data obtainable from tactile sensors. Range sensors based on triangulation can be used to obtain high-quality measurements of normals from patches of depth data. The availability of good normal data merely increases the efficiency of the method.
APPROACH
A recent paper (Gaston and Lozano-Perez 1983) introduced a new approach to tactile recognition and localization for polyhedra with three degrees of positional freedom (two translational and one rotational). The present paper generalizes that approach to polyhedra with six degrees of positional freedom. The inputs to the recognition process are (1) a set of sensed points and normals and (2) a set of geometric object models for the known objects. The recognition process, as outlined in the earlier paper, proceeds in the following two steps: Consider a simple example of the approach, illustrated in Fig. 1 . The model is a four-sided figure, with (Grimson 1982; Terzopoulos 1983) . Other methods for obtaining three-dimensional positions are laser range-finding (Nitzan, Brain, and Duda 1977; Lewis and Johnston 1977) and structured-light systems (Shirai and Suwa 1971; Popplestone et al. 1975) . Many other visual processes can be used to obtain surface-normal information directly, for example, photometric stereo (Woodham 1978; Ikeuchi and Horn 1979) and texture gradients (Bajcsy 1973; Bajcsy and Liebermann 1976; Kender 1980; Stevens 1981 (Shirai and Suwa 1971; Agin and Binford 1973; Popplestone et al. 1975; Nitzan, Brain, and Duda 1977; Nevatia and Binford 1977; Oshima and Shirai 1978; Faugeras et al. 1983 ). Some authors have examined the problem we deal with here of recognizing specific objects from three-dimensional data (Shneier 1979; Sugihara 1979; Oshima and Shirai 1983; Bolles, Horaud, and Hannah 1983; Brou 1983; Ikeuchi et al. 1983 Harmon (1982) for a review and works by Hillis (1982) , Overton and Williams ( 1981 ) , Purbrick (1981) , Raibert and Tanner (1982) , and Schneiter (1982) for some recent designs.
For descriptions of previous work in tactile sensing, we refer the reader to two very thorough surveys by Harmon (1980; . A more detailed discussion of previous work on tactile recognition can be found elsewhere (Gaston and Lozano-P6rez 1983 (Briot 1979; Okada and Tsuchiya 1977) . Others have used the joint angles of fingers grasping the object as their data (Stojilkovic and Saletic 1975; Okada and Tsuchiya 1977; Briot, Renaud, and Stojilkovic 1978; Marik 1981 (Binford 1972; Snyder and St. Clair 1978; Hillis 1982) . Another approach is to build surface models, either from pressure distributions on matrix sensors (Overton and Williams 1981 ) or from the displacements of an array of needlelike sensors (Takeda 1974; Page, Pugh, and Heginbotham 1976) . A related approach builds a representation of an object's cross section (Kinoshita, Aida, and Mori 1975; Ozaki et al. 1982 Ivancevic (1974) and Dixon, Salazar, and Slagle (1979) . In an object with symmetries, of course, the IT is highly redundant (Gaston and Lozano-P6rez 1983 
Simulation Data
In order to test the efficacy of the algorithm in pruning the interpretation tree, we ran a large number of simulations. Some simulations for objects with three degrees of freedom (two translational and one rotational) have been described elsewhere (Gaston and LozanoP6rez 1983) . We include additional simulation data for objects with three positional freedoms, including the direction constraint. We also provide data for the more general case of three-dimensional objects with six degrees of freedom. Our goals are (1) to demonstrate that effective pruning of the interpretation tree is possible, at low computational expense, and (2) to explore the sensitivity of the algorithm to error in measuring the surface normal and the position of the sensed points.
THREE POSITIONAL FREEDOMS
We begin by considering objects with two degrees of translational freedom and one degree of rotational freedom, using sample objects first considered by Gaston and Lozano-P6rez (1983) and illustrated in Fig. 6 . The addition of the direction constraint greatly reduces the extent of the set of possible interpretations. To demonstrate this, a series of 250 runs of the algorithm was executed for each of the objects. Each run determined the number of interpretations consistent with a set of five sensed points. The points were determined by first randomly rotating the object about its centroid and then intersecting the object with five lines from its centroid along five evenly spaced directions. The points of intersection farthest from the centroid along each line were used as the sensed point. The (simulated) error in measuring the sensed position was bounded by 0.1 (i.e., a randomly oriented offset vector of random magnitude bounded by 0.1 was added to the point on the object), and the (simulated) error in measuring the angle of the surface normal was n/8 (i.e., a random vector was chosen whose dot product with the actual normal was bounded by cos-' i n/8). To place these error ranges in perspective, the diameters of the models in Fig. 6 were 9 units for the wrench, 14 for the alligator, and 12 for the hand. The results shown in Table 2 are striking in a number of different ways. First, note that the maximum number of possible interpretations observed for any of the objects was 20 (in the case of using the direction 
SIX POSITIONAL FREEDOMS
In considering the full three-dimensional problem of objects with six degrees of freedom, we have run extensive simulations on the models illustrated in Fig. 7 . The diameters of these objects (i.e., the maximum separation of two points on the object) were roughly 4, 7, and 8 in for the housing, cylinders, and hands, respectively. In running simulations of the recognition algorithm on these objects, we used two different sensing strategies, reflecting in part the difference between range and tactile sensing capabilities.
It should be noted that in all the following simulations, the efficiency of the tree-pruning mechanism was improved by sorting the sensed points. In particular, rather than using the sensory data in arbitrary order, the points were sorted on the basis of pairwise separation, with the more distant points being ordered first. This sorting on distance tends to place the most effective constraints at the beginning of the process, a point that will be illustrated in Section 4.5.
GRID SENSING
In the first sensing method, the sensory data were generated by projecting a regular grid of A second set of simulations has been run using a sensing strategy more consistent with tactile sensors. Consider a set of three mutually orthogonal, directed rays, which intersect at a point. Suppose this point is taken to be some arbitrary point (x, y, 0), chosen on the x -y plane (note that by the definition of the object models, this plane will intersect the object). Each ray is traced along its preferred direction, (with decreasing z component), until either the object or the support plane is contacted. We repeated this operation for several difl'erent approaches, using randomly generated values of x and y, until between 7 and 9 different contact points were made on the object. Tables 7 and 8 summarize the results of running sets of simulations, using sensory data generated in this fashion.
As in the case of the earlier simulations, the effectiveness of the local constraints in reducing the number of feasible interpretations is clearly demonstrated. Interestingly, the number of distinct transformations tends to be somewhat higher than the earlier cases, especially for the motor housing. This results in part from the following situation. With the exception of one projecting portion (see Fig. 6 ), the housing is essentially a symmetric object with respect to two different axes. As a consequence, if the sampled data points do not lie on this distinguishing projection, there could be several consistent, symmetric interpretations of the data. In the case of sensory sampling on a regular grid of points, it is likely that at least one point will lie on this projection, and the symmetric ambiguity will not arise. In the case of fewer sample points, generated by random approaches to the object, it is much more likely that the feasible transformations will reflect this symmetry and thus be higher in number.
In cases of ambiguity in interpretation (e.g., when several orientations of the motor housing are consistent with the sensed data, due to a partial symmetry of the object), it would be useful to have effective means for distinguishing between the possible solutions. A straightforward method would be to add sensory points generated at random until only one interpretation is consistent. This, of course, could be very inei~cient, since it could take the addition of several points before a solution is found. In the case of the motor housing, for example, one would need to consider additional sensory points until one lying on the projecting lip of the housing is recorded. A more effective solution is to use the difference in feasible interpretations to find directions along which the points of contact of the different interpretations are widely separated. Such directions then constitute good candidates for generating the next sensed point (Gaston and Lozano-P6rez 1983) . Extensions of the method to the six-degree-offreedom problem are currently under investigation. Tables 9 and 10 contain a final set of statistics that demonstrates the effectiveness of the local constraints in reducing the number of feasible interpretations in Table 7 . Number of Interpretations after Local Pruning NOTE: The normal column lists the radius of the error cone about the measured surface normal; the dist column lists the error range of the distance sensing; the min column lists the minimum number of interpretations observed; the 50th column lists the median point of the set of simulations; the ~.5th column lists the 95th percentile of the set of simulations; and the jaces column lists the number of faces in the model. the IT. The regular grid approach is used to generate the sensory data. For the data in Table 9 , the points are sampled in random order as the IT is generated and pruned. For the data in Table 10 , the sensed points are sorted on the basis of pairwise separation, with the more distant points being ordered first. This sorting on distance tends to place the most effective constraints at the beginning of the process. Since the point of the local constraints is to prune the IT as efficiently as possible, applying the most effective constraints first should result in pruning out entire subtrees at as early a stage in the tree-generation process as possible. Using the sorted sense data, the interpretation tree was generated and pruned. Tables 9 and 10 list statistics for the number of interpretations at each level of the tree, (i.e., the number of k-interpretations for different values of k), based on trials of 100 simulations each.
TREE PRUNING
It can be seen that the median number of feasible interpretations is quite small at all levels of the tree, even as the number of contact points is increased. These data imply that one of the strengths of the approach is the ability to prune out whole subtrees of the IT at a very early stage, thereby ensuring that the total number of tests to be applied is significantly smaller than the size of the entire tree. This leads to very efficient processing of the feasible interpretations. Sorting the points on distance is extremely effective, Table 10 of the same set of runs as those in Table 9 , with the exception that the points were sorted prior to pruning. The effect on running times of the pruning program is also quite drastic.
Performance on Range Data
We have performed limited testing of the algorithms described above, using high-quality range data obtained from a laser-based triangulation system developed by Philippe Brou at our laboratory. Two samples of the data we used are shown in Fig. 9 Fig. 9A , 11 points were used; in the data from figure 9B, 9 points were used. The accuracy bounds we employed were ±0.02-in position accuracy and ± n/ 15 accuracy in measuring the normal. Figure 9 shows the results obtained from running (Grimson and Lozano-Perez, in press). 
